Acknowledging Adrian

SJSU guard Adrian Oliver receives national honor

Kyle Szymanski
Sports Editor

Following two impressive games against Louisiana Tech and New Mexico State, SJSU guard Adrian Oliver was named the Oscar Robertson National Player of the Week by the United States Basketball Writers Association.

Oliver began last week by torching Louisiana Tech on Thursday for a career-high 29 points in a win before going for 22 in the Spartans’ victory against New Mexico State on Saturday.

He finished the week with a 54 percent field goal average, shooting 19 of 35 and was a near-flawless 10 of 10 from the free-throw line over the two games altogether.

“I really haven’t been doing anything,” Oliver said. “I just have the ball has just been bounc- ing my way. I feel like we have a much more confident team as of late. Guys are confident. C.J. is making harder cuts, which is allowing me to get open.”

Oliver’s big night against Louisiana Tech helped the Spartans end the Bulldogs’ 10-game winning streak last Thursday.

His follow-up effort helped SJSU rally from an 18-point deficit to defeat the Aggies 83-84 on Saturday. The Aggies entered the game against SJSU as co-leaders of the Western Athletic Conference.

Oliver has scored 20 or more points in four consecutive games, leading the Spartans to their best start in the conference season since 1999.

“Hes helped our team every minute of every game when he is on the floor,” said SJSU head coach George Simmons.

“Adrian is an excellent college basketball player. He is an ex- tremely hard worker who pays great attention to detail.”

The Spartans are now 10-8 and 4-3 in WAC play.

“The shooting is great right now,” said Spartans power forward C.J. Walker. “It is really excit- ing to watch him play. I think he is really in the zone right now. He’s real hard to stop.”

Walker was named the WAC Player of the Week before going for 22 in the Spartans’ victory before going for a career-high 39 points in a win before going...
WASHINGTON (AP) — Declaring “I don’t quit,” President Barack Obama fought to recharge his embattled presidency with a “to a nation gloomy over double-digit unemployment and federal spending economy and the missteps that led to Christmas Day’s barely noticed terror attempt,” according to the Fixxed Gear Bikes Web site. The pedals are now visible for the direction of the rear tire, making the bike rider be capable of the pedal motion or ride the bike backwards.

Fixxed Gear Bikes is a store located blocks from SJSU that sells fixxed gear bikes. The bikes have drawn interest due to their durability, low maintenance and low cost, according to the Fixxed Gear Bikes Web site.

Schroeder said at a bike show and likes the low cost of owning a fixxed gear bike and how easy it is to put together so it is a lot cheaper to bike backwards.

If you’ve been to a fixxed gear bike riding you’ll know it has to be well designed to put it in full action in a lot. Schroeder said that riding a fixxed gear bike is a place for people in the San Jose area to come together and share their love for fixxed gear bikes.

“Bikes are a lot of fun.”

The Sun sets Wednesday evening as Dennis Freeman, a graduate student in urban planning, heads home after using his bike to perform stunts and tricks in order toGarvanize their supports.

“With the way the world goes, there is only one game. It can be a challenge.”

“Bikes like Fixxed Gear Re- Public and Fixxed Gear Bikes are places where these evolving community can come together and talk about it’s interests.”

Some Web sites that sell fixxed gear bikes go beyond just being an online store.

Riders of fixxed-gear bikes can perform multiple stunts and rides and visit all in support of their business, according to the Fixxed Gear Bikes Web site.

The Web site also has tutorials on how to ride the bike in a safe manner, and how to build a fixxed gear bike.

The Fixxed Gear Bikes Web site also promotes fixxed gear bikes and provides forums for users to connect with other riders and also has several social networking sites linked to their page in order to build a fixxed gear bike community. The site also has links to buy apps or purchase products that are fixxed bike riders might be interested in.
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SJSU professors discuss climate change

Base

The SJSU human resources department announced that Facebook Inc. was named the largest employer for students who are part of the Silicon Valley Education Alliance, a sample of the starting salary figures for SJSU.

The San Jose State University (SJSU) of Business and Engineering, according to The San Jose Mercury News, has been ranked 89th with about 1,000

Angela Scrafani

Free organic cookies and milk made it easy for students to align themselves with climate change on an event called "How Long Can We Go?" held in Morris Daily Auditorium on Wednesday.

Professor of geography, SJSU sustainability director and environmental studies professor, Evan Varian, a recent SJSU alum, said he was unsure what student turnout was going to be like.

"My hope is that the whole place will be full," he said. "But most likely, there will be around 70. Any panel is for student awareness. Students just want to have to listen." Environmental studies lecturer Alexander Gershenson is one of three professors at SJSU who has committed to teaching a course on climate change at an event called "How Long Can We Go?" held in Morris Daily Auditorium on Wednesday.
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Justin Cole brings down an opposing player during the Spartans win against Cal Poly on Sept. 26. Cole was selected to play in the Senior Bowl in Mobile, Ala. on Saturday.

Former SJSU defensive end Justin Cole began Monday having only heard about the Under Armour Senior Bowl. But by day’s end, he was on a plane to participate in it.

“This invite was completely out of the blue,” Cole said. “I got the invite Monday afternoon, and flew out Monday night. Unfortunately, this opportunity came at the expense of another player getting hurt, but this is a huge opportunity for me, and I’m going to take full advantage.”

The Senior Bowl, which will take place Jan. 30, features the country’s best senior college football players and top NFL prospects competing against each other on two teams that represent different sections of the country, according to the Senior Bowl Web site.

Cole, who played for the Spartans from 2006 through 2009, is coming off a season where he led the Spartans with nine tackles for loss.

“Justin Cole is a player that works very hard and has unlimited potential,” said former teammate Justin Willis. “He has the ability to single-handedly take over a game and that is rare.”

His best statistical season came during 2008 when he had five sacks and three fumble recoveries.

Cole is ranked sixth on the SJSU career list after finishing with 30.5 tackles for loss and 13 sacks over his four-year career.

“Hard work pays off and he is the hardest worker I know,” said Cole’s former teammate Carl Slemko. “God blesses people that are patient and deserving. Justin deserves everything he has accomplished plus more.”

Cole will be only the 10th Spartan player to appear in a Senior Bowl since 2004 and the first since Coye Francies in 2009.

“I want to showcase my skills and talents,” Cole said. “If they like me, that’s great. I just want to show the type of player I am and give a little insight into the skills I can bring to a team.”

About 100 players will take part in the nationally televised game, including 2007 Heisman Trophy winner Tim Tebow and Alabama’s Terrence Cody.

The North team will be coached by the staff of the NFL’s Detroit Lions, while the South team will be coached by the staff of the NFL’s Miami Dolphins.

Cole will join Boise State defensive back Kyle Wilson and Fresno State running back Lorenz Miller as the only three WAC players chosen for this year’s team.

Cole, who also has an invitation to play in the 2010 Texas vs. The Nation All-Star Game, said he will remember his time spent at SJSU with fond memories.

“Every year, I gained some valuable experiences,” Cole said. “I learned something from each and every coach I had at SJSU, and every year I’ve grown as a player and the player I am today. I still have a lot of room for improvement.”

Photo by Joe Proudman/Contributing photographer

Justin Cole brings down an opposing player during the Spartans win against Cal Poly on Sept. 26. Cole was selected to play in the Senior Bowl in Mobile, Ala. on Saturday.
Oliver now will be placed on the Oscar Robertson Trophy watch list, which will be announced at mid-season, according to the U.S. Basketball Writers Association Web site.

At the end of the season, finalists will be chosen by the USBWA. The winner of the Oscar Robertson Trophy will be announced April 5.

Oliver is leading the WAC in scoring with 21 points per game to go along with five rebounds and two assists.
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SJSS guard Adrian Oliver drives toward the basket during SJSS's win Saturday against New Mexico State. Oliver was named the Oscar Robinson National Player of the Week on Tuesday.
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receiving the national honor Tuesday.

“It’s a great example for our younger players since we have five freshmen on this team,” Nessman said. “It’s a great example for them because he is very much a creature of habit. He works really diligently at what he does, and that is a great template for them to understand that is how you build success.”

Oliver will now be placed on the Oscar Robertson Trophy watch list, which will be announced at mid-season, according to the U.S. Basketball Writers Association Web site.

At the end of the season, finalists will be chosen by the USBWA. The winner of the Oscar Robertson Trophy will be announced April 5. Oliver is leading the WAC in scoring with 21 points per game to go along with five rebounds and two assists.

Men’s basketball tonight

Spartans play at Event Center at 7 p.m.

The Canadian trio is clearly the best line in hockey, but they aren’t the only ones scoring goals. Recently, the Sharks have been receiving production from their other lines. In their last five games, the Sharks have scored 36 goals, and only eight have been scored by the Canadian trio.

The Sharks are scoring goal after goal, and the recent production has allowed the Sharks to remain atop the Western Conference.

But, ever-present in the minds of the Sharks faithful is the team’s playoff flop against the Anaheim Ducks last year.

In that six-game playoff upset, the top line of Thornton and Marleau were dominated by the Ducks top line, led by Ryan Getzlaf. Ducks goalie Jonas Hiller outplayed Sharks goalie Evgeni Nabokov for the whole series. The Sharks middle lines were almost nonexistent as well, whereas the Ducks middle lines contributed to the scoring punch.

This year’s team is simply better in all the phases the Sharks got burned in during last year’s playoffs. First is the presence of offseason addition Dany Heatley to the top line. The winger is tied for fourth in the league in goals with 30, and when Marleau, Thornton and Heatley play together on the same line, the result is unstoppable.

All three made the Canadian Olympic Team, and there have been multiple rumors that they will be the top line for Team Canada next month.

The feeling I get watching this team is they have a different kind of confidence. They have by far the best road record, which speaks to this team’s character.

With the best top line in hockey, a hot goaltender and a supporting cast contributing in every game, the Sharks are destined for a long playoff run.

Sharks destined for another playoff run

Joey Akeley

So far, after 13 games, the San Jose Sharks find themselves in familiar territory, stop the league in points with 28 entering Wednesday.

Led by wing Patrick Marleau and center Joe Thornton, who lead the league in goals and assists respectively, the Sharks have won 16 of their last 18, giving them a two-point edge over the Western Conference’s Chicago Blackhawks.
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Strawberry and banana fields forever

Tapioca smoothie drink pleases the palate

Jasmine Duarte

While most students prefer hot coffee and tea in this cold weather, I still get up early to enjoy a cold refreshing drink.

The first day of school can either be exciting or stressful or even both. My first day was thankfully not stressful and more exciting.

To celebrate a smooth first day last year I decided to buy a smoothie.

Smoothies, no matter the weather, are sweet, refreshing and satisfying. The strawberry and banana smoothie with pearls from Hydration Coffee and Tea is no exception.

Located about a block away from campus, on South Third Street, Hydration has a convenient location and easy on the wallet.

A strawberry and banana smoothie alone is $3.50, but if you add the tapioca pearls it’s an extra 90 cents.

I go to Hydration about three to four times a month and have tried a couple of their smoothies, but my favorite is the strawberry and banana.

The strawberry and banana smoothie looks pink and fluffy like cotton candy and tastes just as sweet.

As I sip the smoothie through the wide-than-normal straw to catch the pearls, the seeds from the strawberry could be felt on the tip of my tongue. I cannot taste the banana, but the strawberries have a potent, artificial-sweet-like flavor.

I am sassy my smoothie maker uses strawberries, banana, filtered water and a powder. It did not add milk, which was good because, being a vegetarian, I do not drink regular milk.

The first pearl gets pulled through the straw and there is not much of a flavor to the powder, but it’s very cheesy and squishy compared to the flavored-jello option.

If tapioca pearls do not sound appealing, Hydration has different flavored jello-like, like mango, green apple and rainbow.

While the smoothie is well smooth, the tapioca pearls provide texture, and in plain taste pairs well with the sweetness of the sugar and strawberry.

There was an old, proverbial feel to the drink which hit my taste buds. It’s what gives the berry smoothie the sweet factor that sometimes makes me forget there is fruit in the drink.

The smoothie does have an artificial flavor to it, but for less than $4, I cannot complain. It still satisfies my smoothie craving.

Don’t get me wrong, I love organic smoothies, but if they were not expensive, I would get them two to three times a week. The organic smoothies I have tried have been great.

Even though economic times are tough, I cannot imagine not enjoying something sweet and refreshing. In the place to go.

The fruit, sugar and pearls make a perfect combination for a drink that on any hot, hazy, or rainy day will make me feel hydrated.

It was suggested to me that I should try Hydration’s green smoothie, but I am not a green smoothie kind of person. I thought about it for a second, but was not sure how I felt about the idea of green beans mixed with water and sugar. Maybe next time.
skipped the pill pack in the trash. It all started three months ago on the Sunday after my period.

I popped a miniature yellow pill out of its case, dropped it in the trash, and the pill refused to leave my mouth. I was taking the most popular birth control method, the pill, yet its nearly 90 percent effectiveness meant that I would not get pregnant.

The pill seemed simple enough. Just remember to take it every day at the same time. That was the easy part.

One day in particular, a week, I was sitting down the portion of my keyboard, my face looked like a puddle of my femininity and sole, and I turned into an emotional wreck.

Putting aside the acne and weight gain, let me explain this emotional psychological part.

Time after time, I was accused of being too “sensitive” or “emotional.” I put up a shield of denial as long as I could until my crying sessions began.

The pill would start anywhere at anytime. It happened in the car while driving home, at school, in a restaurant, in the toilet, in the morning when waking up or without warning any place in between.

If a comedy show could make me cry, I would walk out. I was the “tears is for the birds.” something, was wrong with me!

For the love of birth control, I was willing to gain a few pounds and get up two or four pills on my hand, but I did not change my mind, crying for no reason.

Three little pills were playing a hormonal game on my body.

I started getting flashbacks of the possible side effects the doctor had warned me of before and she handed me the prescription.

I went online to refresh my memory. Compiling the information from various Web sites, the list included mood changes, acne, decrease in sex drive, depression, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, blood clots and a change in appetite.

I was not won over; there are many hormonal contraindications for females, where are the male hormonal contraindications?

And if these were available, how many males would agree to take them?

An article on the Time Magazine Web site titled, “The Long Wait for Male Birth Control,” said, 10 years ago on the Sunday after my birth control method, assured by my mouth and swallowed.

That San Jose police officer’s involvement in the Freedom Train ride.

The cancellation would be a disaster. So, which is worse: Holding a boycott of the Freedom Train ride even admitted the cancellation would be a disaster.
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Rate My professors has just moved to the iPhone.

The application is slightly different from the Rate My Professors Web site, but still has the same general idea of rating, commenting on and looking for good or bad professors or college campuses.

Kim Ulrich, assistant professor of hospitality, recreation, and tourism management, said iPhone applications are reflections of where technology is headed today.

“These applications are reflective of technology and what people want to know,” Ulrich said. “Technology is naturally curious. The Rate My Professors application will help me and my students to have access to it quickly the day before registration. It’s a perfect way to see what professors they want or don’t want.”

Allison Fleeson, a junior fine arts major, said she was announced when she found out Rate My Professors was not a free application for the iPhone.

“I would not download it because it’s not free,” she said. “I’m not sure what I think of the app now, but I think it should be free.”

Sophomore photography major Tricia Henderson said the application can help students find the teacher for them.

“The Rate My Professors system allows students to identify teachers that best fit their learning style,” she said. “Understanding how a teacher works before starting a class gives students a helpful head start and allows them to understand how to learn the best from each professor.”

Tony Ma, a senior biological sciences major, said he was going to download the application right away.

“Since school just started, it’ll be nice to keep track of my professor and see who I should drop,” he said.

Ma said the Web site had helped him a lot in the past and he regretted when he hadn’t used it.

“I got into a class last semester and forgot to check the professor,” he said. “And if you don’t like a certain teacher, it’ll be nice to use to try to find another class.”

Junior art major Jonathan Glabas said he used to use the Rate My Professors Web site to check information on the online iPhone on the go.

“My professor used it. It helped him a lot in the past and it’ll be nice to keep track of my professor by the first letter of his name,” Glabas said.

The Rate My Professors application will be nice for students and professors anymore, since I’m in a specific department,” Glabas said.

The Rate My Professors application can help students download the application for 99 cents, according to information found on the online iPhone App Store.

To use the application, the user must state that users should go to a department or search for a specific professor directly from the SFSU form.

Once in a department or on the SFSU page, users should then scroll down to search for a specific professor and type in their name.

The App Store also states that the names of professors are in their departments, similar to the Rate My Professor Web site. To find more details on the professor, tap the professor’s name and the specific ratings will pop up.

To rate the professor, click on “rate,” according to the App Store information.

A representative from the Rate My Professors Website was not available for comment.

Some students wary of Apple’s toy

Hannah Kaims
Spartan Daily

Amid Apple Inc.’s excitement over the arrival of its newest, highly anticipated computing device, the iPad, mixed reviews by SJSU students and faculty came out of Apple’s unveiling.

At a press event held in San Francisco on Wednesday, Apple CEO Steve Jobs said the iPad was a third category of mobile device between an iPhone Touch and a notebook.

“The iPad is a glorified iPhone Touch that was released too late,” said Kenton Harbert, a senior radio, television, and film major.

Harbert said Apple revolutionized the reader market through the advent of the iPad and its appeal to students through a wide variety of textbooks on a color display.

“Apple has a smart business strategy by offering the iPad at a variety of prices because it enables students and professors alike to benefit from the product and its features,” said senior business major Jeremy Immon.

“This must be where their project like a $4 billion in revenue for 2010 is expected to come from.”

“Is it a pretty cool device that I wish was at a more student-friendly price?” said junior kinesiology major Blakes Nukin.

The half-inch thick, 1.5-pound device will feature a 9.7-inch LED multitouch widescreen that runs the same operating system as the iPhone, allowing users access to its 13,000 applications via the App Store, Jobs said at the event.

Apple’s Web site describes the 9.7-inch LED multitouch wide screen on the iPad as “an amazing piece of technology that Apple has made to be used in any orientation — portrait or landscape — so users can use it comfortably at any angle during their battery life of 10 hours, according to Apple’s Web site.

Jobs said the new iPad device passes Apple’s environmental checkpoint of being both highly recyclable and free of toxins such as arsenic, mercury andpoly-vinyl chloride.

Apple is offering WiFi or WiFi + 3G iPads at prices ranging from $499 to $829, depending on the network capability of WiFi only or WiFi + 3G, according to Apple’s Web site.

Jobs said during Wednesday’s press event that all iPad 3G data plans will be subscription-based solely through AT&T.

At the close of the press event, Jobs said that WiFi-only version of the device will be available worldwide in March, with the more expensive 3G models coming 30 days later.

Stefan Armijo
Spartan Daily
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Some students wary of Apple’s toy
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Rate My Professors has just moved to the iPhone.

The application is slightly different from the Rate My Professors Web site, but still has the same general idea of rating, commenting on and looking for good or bad professors or college campuses.

Kim Ulrich, assistant professor of hospitality, recreation, and tourism management, said iPhone applications are reflections of where technology is headed today.

“These applications are reflective of technology and what people want to know,” Ulrich said. “Technology is naturally curious. The Rate My Professors application will help me and my students to have access to it quickly the day before registration. It’s a perfect way to see what professors they want or don’t want.”

Allison Fleeson, a junior fine arts major, said she was announced when she found out Rate My Professors was not a free application for the iPhone.

“I would not download it because it’s not free,” she said. “I’m not sure what I think of the app now, but I think it should be free.”

Sophomore photography major Tricia Henderson said the application can help students find the teacher for them.

“The Rate My Professors system allows students to identify teachers that best fit their learning style,” she said. “Understanding how a teacher works before starting a class gives students a helpful head start and allows them to understand how to learn the best from each professor.”

Tony Ma, a senior biological sciences major, said he was going to download the application right away.

“Since school just started, it’ll be nice to keep track of my professor and see who I should drop,” he said.

Ma said the Web site had helped him a lot in the past and he regretted when he hadn’t used it.

“I got into a class last semester and forgot to check the professor,” he said. “And if you don’t like a certain teacher, it’ll be nice to use to try to find another class.”

Junior art major Jonathan Glabas said he used to use the Rate My Professors Web site to check information on the online iPhone on the go.

“My professor used it. It helped him a lot in the past and it’ll be nice to keep track of my professor by the first letter of his name,” Glabas said.

The Rate My Professors application will be nice for students and professors anymore, since I’m in a specific department,” Glabas said.

The Rate My Professors application can help students download the application for 99 cents, according to information found on the online iPhone App Store.

To use the application, the user must state that users should go to a department or search for a specific professor directly from the SFSU form.

Once in a department or on the SFSU page, users should then scroll down to search for a specific professor and type in their name.

The App Store also states that the names of professors are in their departments, similar to the Rate My Professor Web site. To find more details on the professor, tap the professor’s name and the specific ratings will pop up.

To rate the professor, click on “rate,” according to the App Store information.

A representative from the Rate My Professors Website was not available for comment.